
CACI is the leading provider of acquisition management solutions 
and services to the federal government. Agencies use our 
solutions to issue $200 billion in federal contract actions each 
year, which is one-third of all federal contracting dollars. CACI 
has implemented all five leading enterprise federal contract 
management solutions. Our federal acquisition domain capabilities 
have been built through hundreds of successful contract 
management software implementations over more than 20 years, 
and include engagements supporting federal contracting offices 
with acquisition assistance services. CACI’s solutions deliver FAR/
DFARS compliance, process automation, agency-wide collaboration, 
financial data integrity, integration with government-wide systems, 
and agency-specific policy enforcement.
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Highlights

 ·  FAR/DFARS-compliant solutions

 ·  Domain and technology expertise

 ·  Solutions for civilian, defense,  
and intelligence agencies

Services

 · Requirements development

 · Business process re-engineering

 · Change management

 · Training

 · Software development

 · Policy support

 · IAE/SAM system integration

 · Financial system integration

 · Reporting solutions

 · Security configuration/ 
separation of duties

 · Solution implementation

 · Data conversion and legacy 
system replacement

 · Operations and maintenance

 · Acquisition process automation 
and improvement

 · Software-as-a-service

CACI Standard Procurement System (SPS) 
Procurement Desktop-Defense (PD2) 
 ·  DoD solution that manages 800,000 transactions annually with 27,000 users  

across hundreds of sites

 ·  Integrations with more than 20 DoD financial and logistics systems

 ·  Supporting regional contracting initiatives in multiple services

 ·  Joint program that standardizes procurement policies and procedures

CACI Comprizon™Suite
 ·  Integrated acquisition system across DIA, Commerce, and Education,  

and five other federal agencies

 ·  Flexible, scalable, secure solution that supports FAR-compliant contracting

 ·  Interfaces to leading federal enterprise resource planning and financial systems

CGI Momentum® Acquisitions
 ·  Federal acquisition solution that complements Momentum Financials

 ·  Supports FAR-compliant contracting for civilian and intelligence agencies

 ·  Implemented by CACI within the Intelligence Community

Unison PRISM™

 ·  Federal civilian contract-writing system maintained by CACI at DOI

 ·  Integrated with SAP at DOI 

Oracle Contract Lifecycle Management  
for Public Sector (CLM)
 ·  Full-featured FAR/DFARS-compliant contract management solution deployed  

as an integrated module of Oracle® E-Business Suite

 ·  Implemented as a shared service for multiple agencies, with all implementations 
performed on time and within budget

CACI Acquisition System Implementation Practice
 ·  Best practices from hundreds of successful implementations of all major federal 

procurement systems

 ·  Industry-leading federal acquisition domain knowledge

 ·  Reusable solutions, templates, methodologies, and tools
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CACI develops, implements, and maintains acquisition 
management solutions for all sizes of agencies, supporting  
federal contracting users in all 50 states and around the world.
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Worldwide Headquarters 
1100 N. Glebe Road, Arlington, VA  22201
703-841-7800 

Visit our website at: 
www.caci.com

Find Career Opportunities at: 
http://careers.caci.com/

Connect with us through social media:

CACI’s 22,000 talented employees are vigilant in 
providing the unique expertise and distinctive 
technology that address our customers’ greatest 
enterprise and mission challenges. Our culture of 
good character, innovation, and excellence drives 
our success and earns us recognition as a Fortune 
World’s Most Admired Company. As a member of 
the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 
1000 Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index,  
we consistently deliver strong shareholder value. 
Visit us at www.caci.com.
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